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The paper focuses on the change of oceanic transports in simulations of past warm periods with an ocean-atmosphere-vegetation 3D model. The periods chosen are pre-industrial, mid-Holocene and Eemian. These periods are addressed by many simulations and paper, mainly related to the PMIP intercomparison projects. But few authors examine ocean dynamics. The present study is then original, and a good complement to existing literature, and within the scope of Climate of the Past. I have three major concerns that should corrected before publication in Climate of the Past.

Major concerns:

1) The discussion is not very convincing. The feedback loop (page 2325 / line 25 and following) is not really supported by the results shown within the text. Most of the transport and transport changes in the Nordic seas are due to the gyre component rather than MOC. Is the MOC change really impacting the heat transport? Over the ISR, MOC increase is not clear. The existence of the alleged feedback loop need to be clarified. Some quantification is needed. A feedback due to the northward shift of wind and storm stracks could be, and probably is, active in the simulations, through the gyre heat transport in North Atlantic. This should be clarified.

2) Cooling in monsoon region is attributed to albedo changes (page 2318 / line 5). The vegetation is dynamic. This implied a possible change of the evaporation process between soil and atmosphere (page 2325 / line 10), which can impacts the simulated climate. The relative effect of the albedo feedback and the evaporation feedback should be quantified, even though the albedo is underestimated, the soil albedo being fixed.

3) The bibliography is missing some papers relevant to the subject: in the introduction, the paper reads that there is no bibliography about ocean dynamic change in simulations of these periods, except Rensen et al (2006). However, some references can be found in the literature about ocean dynamics change and its effects at the Holocene (the following list is probably not comprehensive):


Change of transport and mixed layer depth in the Tropics: Zhao Y, Braconnot P, Marti


Minor concerns

The paper focuses on changes between pre-industrial and the paleo periods. Are changes significant? As the simulations are quite long, I guess they are for most of the variables. I'm less certain about the change of 0.1 PW in heat transport at Eemian (page 2320 / line 5)? But please give some indication on how significancy has been checked.

Figures are small. I've looked at them by zooming on a big screen, but a paper reader could find them hard to understand. Color palette with one color per sign does not help to see details.

Page 2315 / Line 25: the sentence suggests that the grid spacing is reduced in latitude, giving isotropic resolution. It is true? Please be more specific.

Page 2316 / Line 14: coupling frequency should be specified (it is the actual time step of the whole model: the period at which all individual process are resolved at least once).

Page 2317 / Line 5 and following. The control run is "assumed" to be in equilibrium. Please specify some quantitative indication of the model drift (deep ocean temperature and salinity are the relevant ones).

Page 2318 / Line 4. The cooling south of Iceland is not visible on the figure 1b. But is present in figure 2b. Is there a problem in the figures?


Page 2318 / Line 23. Precip in Antarctica are small. A relative change could be important whereas change in mm/day is small, and not visible on the figures. Please give some precision.

Page 2320 / Line 13. hight -> height?

Page 2323 / Line 7. Could you explain how Tref is used in the heat transport computation? Have you a net volume transport through Bering? If so, a reference temperature is probably also needed in equation 2?

Page 2323 / Line 20 and following. The heat transport change in BAR is larger than the volume transport, and the explanation is OK. But this is not true for ISR. Your explanation is not correct here. Heat transports leaving the basin are increased by the temperature effect. Transport entering the basin are more correlated to volume transport. Please correct this section, to be coherent with the explanation that follow.

Bibliography

Page 2329 / Line. 2007 -> 2007b Berger (1978) is missing (cited page 2316 / line 18)